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Neither the tri-five Chevys nor the ''72 pickups ever became unpopular. They maintained a solid
popularity over the years, and that popularity rose steadily throughout the 90s. The progression
of prices and availability has many parallels to the tri-five Chevys. The most deluxe,
high-performance examples tend to take off first. As prices for high-demand models rise, so do
the prices of less deluxe vehicles. When either the price or the availability raise the bar too high
for the average enthusiast, people move on to their second and third choices. In the case of the
passenger cars, the convertibles, Nomads, and fuel-injected or dual four-barrel Bel Air hardtops
took off first. Then people went after the nicest models, followed by premium models. The
small-block-equipped versions of loaded trucks quickly followed. Then most people went after
plainer shortbed trucks, while some free-thinkers started buying loaded longbeds. Now that
almost every enthusiast knows about the strong prices for nice ''72 Chevy pickups, the quest
has split in two directions. One faction seeks the best condition truck regardless of trim level
because they know they can add factory accessories or customize their trucks with modern
components. A smaller group still seeks the top-of-the-line models, but they've had to make
serious compromises regarding condition and completeness. Most people tend to modify or
restify their trucks. The amount of people doing factory-perfect, numbers-matching restorations
is considerably smaller. Most builders favor a basically stock outward appearance, but it
doesn't bother them to drop a big-block into a truck that originally housed a ci six-cylinder. This
egalitarian attitude has extended to people turning longbed trucks into shortbeds and making
4x4 trucks and Blazers into two-wheel-drive rigs. The finished product seems to matter more
than the pedigree. As the popularity of these classic pickups has increased, so has the
availability of high-quality reproduction parts, which has made it easier and generally less
expensive to restore a truck. This has also made it possible to restore trucks that might have
been parted out in years past. The mechanical side of the parts equation is very favorable too.
There's a great deal of interchangeability among Chevy engines, transmissions, and rearends.
These trucks have cavernous engine compartments, so engine swaps are easy. The differences
between the two brands are mostly cosmetic. The most noticeable difference is the grilles.
Some people prefer Chevy grilles, some like GMC units, and many owners opt for custom billet
or tube grilles. Sport truck enthusiasts lean heavily toward the C10 models. There has been an
increase in the interest in loaded longbed Fleetside trucks, but forget about longbed Stepsides
unless you're looking to win an ugly truck contest. Fleetside trucks seem to have a popularity
edge over the Stepside models. It's much easier to find loaded Fleetsides than similarly
equipped Stepsides. If you find a big-block, air conditioned, full power accessories Stepside,
that's a rare truck worth preserving. Over the six-year run, more shortbed Fleetside trucks were
produced than Stepsides. That's especially true for the ''72 models. Production numbers by bed
style were pretty even for the first three years. Then in the Fleetsides took a considerable lead.
That lead continued into when the Fleetside to Stepside ratio was about In , the ratio jumped to
The production number differences between Fleetsides and Stepsides was even more
pronounced for longbed trucks. The differences grew yearly until when longbed Stepside
production was only about 3 percent of the total run. Besides their numerical advantage,
Fleetside trucks were much more likely to have higher equipment levels. The Stepsides tended
to be ordered as no-nonsense work trucks or fleet trucks, and many shortbed Stepside base
model trucks were used by utility companies. We bought one of those former utility company
trucks that didn't even have a radio, but we were pleased that it had a heater. There's nothing
particularly wrong with buying a stripped C They make fine starting points for a ground-up
custom project. The bad news is that the price of a stripped truck is rarely less than the cost of
adding the features found on a loaded truck. You might save a few bucks up front, but unless
you intend to drive the truck "as is," a stripped truck will cost more in the long run. Obviously,
you can't order a new ''72 C10, so you have to deal with what's available. If you have several
trucks from which to choose, our advice is to buy the best combination of condition and
equipment. We rate body condition first and equipment level second. When comparing two
similar trucks, the condition is the most important factor, especially if the differences are
substantial. If the conditions are pretty equal, we'd pick the slightly worse body if it had a lot
better equipment. The completeness is important too. If a truck was a big-block, air conditioned,
bucket seat truck, it doesn't mean a whole lot when those items are missing. The trim items are
often missing or badly damaged. Lots of people used to throw away or sell for pennies
Cheyenne trim pieces. Now that a basically stock exterior appearance is very popular, those
trim pieces can be tough or expensive to replace. It's a good idea to order as many reproduction
parts catalogs as possible. Use the catalogs to learn what parts are being reproduced and how
much they cost. When a seller suggests that you can easily buy new Fleetside woodgrain
lower-side moldings for a few bucks, check the catalogs. Catalogs can also tell you that some

parts are amazingly inexpensive. Fleetside taillight bezels are commonly dented or badly
scratched. Many parts aren't presently being reproduced. Those parts need to be purchased at
swap meets or through publications like Hemmings Motor News. Check the ads before you hit
the swap meets so you'll have a reasonable idea of prices. You might not be able to get a seller
to drop an outrageous price, but you'll be able to spot bargains when you see them. As much as
prices for ''72 Chevy pickups are rising, there isn't any reason to panic. They made about 3
million of these trucks and lots of them survived. Supplies are ample, so you can take your time
to find a good truck at a fair price. More Photos View Slideshow. By Bruce Caldwell. Follow
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By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. What Was Your First
4x4 Mod? Chevrolet trucks have changed a lot over the years, with each model year and
generation offering unique features that helped them redefine what a pickup was capable of.
Classic Industries is committed to supplying owners of these timeless pickups with restoration
parts , but we're also committed to preserving their legacy. To this end, we've created a visual
guide to help you identify Chevy truck model years and learn about their differences. In this
article, we'll cover Chevrolet trucks one year at a time. The images in this article have been
scanned and preserved from original documentation, and show sub-models based on the Chevy
truck platform for each model year. Important notes are included for each year and generation.
This can make ordering parts confusing. There are two reasons for this:. Gas tank is now
located under the front bed section. Nine bed wood planks. Truck name stamped in tailgate.
Vacuum wiper moved under dash from above windshield. Hood emblem on late is die cast
metal. Windlace around door is black rubber and secured with metal strips screwed in place.
Headliner center bow screwed in place. All trucks use non-synchromesh three or four speed
transmissions without external linkage and floor shifters. Emergency brake handle is on the
right hand side of the floor shifter. Redesigned three-speed transmission now uses column shift
with linkage attached to case side. The emergency brake was relocated to the far left side of the
cab and is now a foot operated mechanism. Early Hood emblem becomes chrome plated steel.
Gas tank is now located behind seat inside of cab. New style cab windlace fits in metal track
around door opening. Serial numbers: same as early Handle for left side cowl vent door is flat
steel, not maroon plastic knob type, as earlier. Modern tubular shocks introduced. Headlight
frames remain chrome plated brass. Wiper knob is chrome plated steel. Engine in pickups
remains cubic inch Babbitt bearing low oil pressure type for Chevrolet, used from to GMC
continues with the cubic inch full pressure engine as their standard unit. Seat adjustment
horizontal rod under cushion is run through a rubber grommet which is secured to the seat riser
frame. Earlier year seats adjusted with a metal cable. Halfway through the Chevy truck model
year, bed wood changed from 9-board to 8-board type. Speedometer maximum speed 80 miles
per hour. Vent windows in doors are introduced. Outside door handles are still turndown type.
Only year with vent windows and turndown handles. Last year for 80 m. Last year for chrome
window handle knobs and chrome wiper knob. Horizontal strips below and above radio speaker
grille plus glove box door change from stainless steel to painted steel. Outer door handles
become push button type. Chevrolet hub caps changed from chrome plated to gray painted
steel with black block letters, however, stamping and shape remain the same as prior years.
Speedometer now shows maximum speed 90 miles per hour. All beds are now 8-board type.
Rear bumpers are only available on Suburban and Panel models for In mid year, GM stopped
using , , emblems on side of hood. Inside window handle knobs and wiper knob are now
maroon. Hood emblem is now stainless steel. First year for the optional left side mount spare on
this series of pickups. Last year for wood blocks under bed. Wiper knob is maroon plastic, as in
Last year for cu. Hood side emblem changed to large , , , etc only. Rear bumpers are
re-introduced on pickup models. First year for blue and silver ID door post plate. Prior years
were black and silver. Introduced the new high pressure cubic inch insert bearing engine on
pickups, and cubic inch six cylinder on larger trucks. Hub caps have the same shape as the
type, however now have only the Bow Tie emblem. New front hood emblem shows only a
stamped Bow Tie and is now longer on top than bottom. Hood side emblems are still , , and
Completely redesigned bed. Bed now has increased in depth with all new bed sides. Top of bed
sides are now flat, not angled as in previous years. Rear bumper is still an option, but is now
dropped in the center to make room for new license plate location. One piece curved
windshield. Newly designed dash. Taillights are now round. Early trucks, referred to by many as
the First Series, were almost identical to the Final series with the six volt system on Chevrolet.
GMC continues to make 12 volt an option throughout the year into the next body style. In

mid-year , Chevrolet introduced this new body style truck. It was completely redesigned from
previous years and very few parts will interchange with the older models. Grill design has 3
horizontal bars and 4 uprights. Single headlights in front fenders. Fender side emblem is one
piece and mounted below horizontal line on fender. Emblem on front of hood is wider at top
than bottom. Small step between cab and rear fender. First year for the Cameo , a very rare and
desirable fiberglass bed pickup. First year for the optional V8 cubic inch engine. Very similar to
Chevy trucks. Fender emblems are two piece and mounted above horizontal line on fender.
Emblem on front of hood is now longer on bottom than top. Front hood emblem has a cast in V
if a V8 truck. Similar to previous years but with a few significant changes. Fender emblems are
now one piece mounted above horizontal line on fender. Front hood emblem is the same as but
paint scheme is reversed. Hood has two raised humps on top running front to back. First year
for the optional V-8 cubic inch engine. Complete front end redesign. Dual headlights in front
fenders. Grill is now a one piece design with parklights mounted in the ends of the grill. Last
year for the Cameo pickup. First year for the optional Fleetside bed. Fender emblems have
series designation 31, 32, 36, 38 etc. Front hood emblem is 31" long with vertical design in
background behind Bow Tie. Very similar to the trucks. Fender emblems are now larger design
with Chevrolet and Apache in center of emblem with series designation 31, 32, 36, 38 etc. Front
hood emblem is 36" long with square pattern design in background behind Bow Tie. Check
back next week for part two of our Chevy truck model year identification guide, which delves
into the popular C and K Series models from through Whether you just identified and purchased
a classic Chevy truck based on our guide, or you're already a seasoned GM vehicle expert, we
can help you get the replacement parts you need to restore and rebuild your Chevrolet or GMC
truck. Browse our selection online or click the button below to get a free full-color GM Truck
restoration parts catalog. Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts
industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of reproduction,
performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry. Located in
Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has provided over 1,, customers with parts and
accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles for over four decades. Catalogs Coming
Soon! Search Our Articles Search. There are two reasons for this: 1 In several factories the
design was carried over through March A little about Classic Recognized as the undisputed
leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected
distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in
the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates. Recent Posts. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image.
Truck Trend Network Magazine features. Jason Gonderman â€”. If you own a truck, there's a
high likelihood that you'll be not only towing a trailer at some point but owning a trailer, as well.
We've learned a lot from years of hauling trailers around the country and want to take the
opportunity to share the tools and other gear that we keep in our trailer toolbox. We've found it
important to keep enough supplies to secure a vehicle, fix any issue that might arise with the
trailer, and even load non-running vehicles. It's quite the eclectic group of goods, all stuffed into
one small tongue box. So follow along as we take a look at what's in our trailer toolbox. We've
found ourselves hauling around a lot of different things in the past year. Thankfully, our trusty
heavy-duty Carson utility trailer has always been up to the task. With an foot deck and pair of
eight-lug axles, we've hauled everything from this Can-Am Maverick X3 to a crew-cab Chevy
Silverado HD pickup and everything in between. Early on, we added a Delta aluminum toolbox
to the tongue of the trailer to help haul all of the gear we might need. With a little organization
we're able to fit a lot into the small space. The most important tools we keep in the box are our
set of Mac's tie-down straps. For many years, Mac's have been the only straps we've trusted to
keep our toys secure. We're proud to say we've never had an issue when using Mac's 2-inch
tie-down straps. Despite never having an issue, we also keep a new spare Mac's 2-inch strap in
the trailer toolbox as well. In addition to a full new strap assembly, we also carry a pair of end
hooks in the toolbox. We've found the hooks are more prone to accidental damage than the
webbing is. We keep all of the Mac's straps neat and organized in this tote. It's hard to believe
this setup has been in heavy use for nearly five years, isn't it? Although we've not had any
issues with our Mac's tie-down straps, and we carry a new spare setup in the toolbox, we also
carry a full secondary tie-down set. Why, you ask? In the extreme case that our straps are either
stollen, cut, or worse, we have a backup set locked in the trailer toolbox. Because we haul such
a wide variety of trucks, off-roaders, toys, and more, we carry a set of 10 axle straps. We've
used them for strapping vehicles by the axle, hooking straps through the trailer's stake pockets,
grabbing the chassis of UTVs, and so much more. While our go-to trailer hitch is an adjustable
14,pound unit from Curt Manufacturing, we also make sure to haul a variety of different hitches
in the trailer toolbox. We also carry a pair of 2 -inch to 2-inch receiver hitch adapters. Having
hitch shanks and balls is no good without the tools to change them. We've also found that a

hammer and file are critical tools to have in the trailer toolbox. While most of the off-road toys
that we haul around have decent jacks inside of them, we find it important to keep a jack of its
own in the trailer's toolbox. We opted for the 2-ton bottle jack and jack stand combo because of
its more than inch lift height and compact size. Also important, and often overlooked, is a good
tarp. Having a tarp in the trailer toolbox makes working on things a much cleaner and more
enjoyable experience. It's also good for covering whatever is on the trailer should the weather
turn for the worse. It should go without mentioning, but keeping a good assortment of work
gloves in the trailer toolbox is a must. Protecting your hands while working around dirty, heavy,
and sometimes broken machines is of utmost importance. Much like the jack, we often carry an
electric impact wrench and socket set in either the tow rig or in whatever is on the trailer.
However, it's important to keep a good tire iron in the trailer toolbox, as well. This tool from
Craftsman can fit a bunch of different lug nut sizes, can be configured in several different ways,
and collapses into a tidy little package for storage. Arguably, nothing is more important to
trailer tire health than running the proper air pressure. To ensure that we're rolling down the
road at the correct psi, we carry this psi pressure gauge from Autometer in our toolbox. We
carry two full-size spare tires on our flatbed utility trailer. However, in the event that two spare
tires aren't enough, we keep a small volt air pump and bottle of Slime tire sealant in the toolbox
as well. While not directly tire related, we have found that it's important to have a pair of wheel
chocks in the toolbox as well. You wouldn't believe how helpful we've found it to be having even
cheap blocks like these. Powering our trailer is the largest Odyssey deep-cycle battery that we
could fit in the toolbox. After nearly five years, the Odyssey batter is working just as good as it
did on day one. Having a large battery onboard makes winching easy should the need arise.
Speaking of winching, while not technically in the toolbox, our Warn VRs winch has proven
invaluable. We opted for a Warn winch because even though it won't be used too often, when
we need the trailer winch to work, we want to be assured that it will work. We also keep the
winch covered to protect it from the sun's ha
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rsh rays. What does live in the trailer toolbox, however, is our Warn winch controller. We make
sure to never leave home without it. One of the things we've learned over the years is that it's
important to keep a few spare parts in the trailer, as well. It sucks towing with no taillights. We
also keep spare locks in the trailer toolbox. People suck, so we make sure things are always
locked up tight. This includes spare locking hitch pins, spare Masterlock shackles, and steel
Masterlock cables. More Photos View Slideshow. By Jason Gonderman. Follow Truck Trend
Network Facebook. Ford Raptor Towing Capacity by Generation. What Is the Ford F Raptor 37?
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